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You were born to be great, to succeed - to be a powerful, confident, happy person. If you don't feel

like that right now it's time to get back on track. Richard Bandler, the man who inspired Paul

McKenna to greatness, will change your life in a matter of minutes with his incredible, potent NLP

exercises and free you to unleash your full potential. Richard Bandler, the world-famous co-creator

of NLP, has helped millions of people around the world turnaround their lives and find success in

whatever they want to achieve. This incredible book is his master work and packed with all of the

simple, potent exercises that he has developed over the last 37 years to help people transform their

lives. It also explains how he has developed and refined his techniques and why they work. Make

Your Life Great is an absolute must for anyone who wants to be freed from whatever is holding

them back - be it fear, self-doubt, an unhappy past, bad habits or lack of focus - and become a

strong, happy, successful person. Make Your Life Great will be published in the US under the title

Richard Bandler's Guide to Trance-formation.
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'One of my favourite books of all time ... use this amazing book to unleash your power and redesign

your destiny ... the most powerful and practical guide to NLP and hypnosis ever written.'Paul

McKenna `Richard Bandler is a Leonardo of our times. He is one of our living greats.' The Guardian

Weekend

Richard Bandler is one of the greatest geniuses of personal change. He is the man who co-invented



NLP and is Paul McKenna's self-confessed guru. He holds courses and workshops all over the

world, including in the UK and the USA. He lives with his wife in Texas but also spends time at his

house in Ireland.

suoerb

Excellent book, teaches hypnosis in a pleasant way.

Excelent Book

Excellent !!

C+

this seems to be a pretty lucid discussion of Bandler's work--and finally he has hired a proof reader!

Not amazing (is there ANYTHING new in NLP?) but is a pretty good read. If you can get your hands

on the often banned 70s "trance formations" get it. It will make a lot more sense, since Bandler is

essentially trying to make a newer version in this book

Richard Bandler is an NLP legend and a very personable performer of his craft. I enjoyed the book

and the techniques, if you found out what works for you, changing your mood or having happiness

on a "tap" is really easy.

Simply a wonderful book. It is more than worth the cost just to get the super DVD.In two words: Buy

IT!Steve Austin
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